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The Three Visibility Essentials You
Need to Be Seen as an Expert,
Become Well-Known in Your Space,
and Get More Clients



m o r e  t h a n  m e d i a :  

In my work with business owners in every sector, over the last seven years, I’ve had hundreds of
strategy calls. I’ve taken the insight from those calls and developed a three-part framework for
visibility that you can easily employ in your business to maximize your notability.
 

When you engage in any pillar of visibility, you leverage the audience someone else has cultivated to
bring awareness to your own thought leadership and your ability to help them reach a particular goal.
 

Public relations is, by its very definition, meant to improve your relationship with your “public.”
Distinct from an ad-buy, when you engage in PR (do an interview, host an event, speak on a stage,
provide an experience) you become part of a transaction wherein you provide something valuable and
in exchange you receive access to an audience. In the very best cases, you’re also providing a service to
the audience, thus casting yourself in a helpful, knowledgeable light.
 
 
 
 

If you’re feeling like you have a big message…and more people need to hear it.
If you’re frustrated because you feel like you’ve been shouting but into an abyss...
If you’re done with the way things USED TO BE and you know more people need to know about
the new paradigm and the promise you can offer...
If you’re willing to do EVERYTHING IT TAKES to make sure your business and your methods are
known, so more people can live freely, achieve excellence, make more money, and help others...

The Three Visibility Essentials You Need to Be Seen as an
Expert, Become Well-Known in Your Space, and Get More
Clients

There’s more you need to do...more steps you need to take beyond media.

Going from hidden gem to noted industry expert takes more than a few interviews and

some guest blogs.

There’s a visibility framework you must employ.

If you’re going to...
Become known in your space, share your message, shift the paradigm in your industry,
get more clients, and change lives, you need a holistic visibility strategy.

Yes, you need to be seen everywhere. But not because you want to sledgehammer your

audience...

The reason you need to do all the things is because every kind of visibility does
something different for your business.



 When you are featured in media, contribute a piece, or give an interview, you reach   
a larger audience with your message. 
 The trust that audience has in the media source is transferred onto you. 
 You earn a level of authority in the eyes of the audience and in other decision- 
 makers in journalism.
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You could get new clients…if your media appearance and the goals of your
business align. 
 

In other words, different media outlets do different things for a business, so you need to
contribute to media that can further that goal. Media begets media. When you contribute
to media or are quoted, you become associated with that thought-leadership, which might

lead to other opportunities. 
 
You experience the trust-transfer. 
 
You are seen as more of an authority as you might have been seen otherwise. 
 
If a client doesn’t “buy” from you just because they saw you interviewed, a prospect
who has heard from you elsewhere could travel to your website, see you’ve been
featured in the media they trust, and they might buy from you based on the
credibility boost you get from those features.

b e n e f i t s :

r e s u l t s :
The impact of media features on your business include the following...



You could get clients, earn more credibility, and get to interact with your public in
person. 
 
You are seen as a thought-leader, because thought-leaders are put on stages to
share their, well...thoughts. 
 
As an audience, we have simple correlative powers. We see you on a stage; we
believe you’ve earned the right to be there. You have the floor. 
 
You’re able to speak without interruption, and you can lay out the process you use to
help your clients find success or the thing that sets you apart from others in your
space. 
 
You have a captive audience. 
 
You’re often able to make a special offer or issue a call to action that invites the
audience to dive more deeply into the work with you. And you get to interact with
the audience before and after, which deepens the relationship you create with
them.

b e n e f i t s :

r e s u l t s :

 When you’re up on a stage -- whether it is a stage someone else has created or 
 one of your own making -- you’re quite literally positioned as an authority. 
 The audience sees you as a thought-leader with something important to say 
 about a given topic or sector. 
 The stage gives you credibility, as does the implied “endorsement” of the person 
 who hired you to speak. 
 Sometimes we might create our own stages and bring people together for a 
 workshop, panel, or other happening. This puts you on a stage and/or at the 
 center of a community of thought-leaders.
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When you speak...



Collaborating can deepen your relationship, not only with the community
you’re put in front of but also with your collaborator.
 
It can strengthen your mutual bond. In our entrepreneurial pursuit, we all need
allies. 
 
If you’ve even identified a clique of women business owners who always seem
to be support each other’s efforts, that’s not an accident or coincidence. That’s
not an arbitrary choice. 
 
If you choose your collaborators wisely, they become your cohort. You support
their endeavors, they support yours, and you grow together.

 

b e n e f i t s :
 A great way to connect with a wider audience is by leveraging your 
 relationship with someone who has an audience beyond yours. 
 While they may not own a media property, they have cultivated a platform.
 Their platform -- if aligned appropriately with yours -- can introduce you to  
 new people who are interested in your message. 
 When you invite someone into a collaboration, you create a situation where          
you both benefit. 
 Collaborating can be a lot of fun, as well as being fruitful for all parties.
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r e s u l t s :



a b o u t  a m a n d a
After more than a decade in the New
York City public relations world, Amanda
Berlin now uses her pitch powers for
good. She helps entrepreneurs step into
their presence, create a story that
inspires others, and spread their message
in the media. 
 
Amanda has created a library of template
guides and trainings and works one on
one with clients to guide them to strategic
story-telling and media relations based on
her 12 years of experience guiding
strategy for major brands in the
corporate world. 
 
Amanda and her clients have been
featured in all types of media — from
Business Insider to Entrepreneur on Fire
and from WNYW Fox 5 to Bustle.com.  
She's the host of The Empowered Publicity Podcast and loves arming soul-
powered business owners with the ideas and skill-set they need to go from
hidden industry gem to recognizable trusted expert. 
 
Amanda has spoken on the topics of visibility, publicity, and entrepreneurship
at BizChix Live, Style Collective Raleigh and New York City, Body Local,
Hoboken Entrepreneur Group, and more.



J o i n  u s  f o r  t h e  L I V E  e v e n t !  
 
Dates: March 19th from 9 am - 5 pm with a VIP
Cocktail Reception later in the evening (time tbd)
 
Location: The Antique Loft
 
Hotel Block: Marriott W Hoboken

Click here for 
more info! 

http://amandaberlin.com/events
http://www.amandaberlin.com/events

